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Authors’ Note + Introduction: The Critical Decade

PART I – TWO WORLDS
1. Choosing Our Future
2. The World We Are Creating
3. The World We Must Create

PART II – THREE MINDSETS
4. Who We Choose to Be
5. Stubborn Optimism
6. Endless Abundance
7. Radical Regeneration

PART III – TEN ACTIONS
8. Doing What Is Necessary

• Let Go of the Old World
• Face Your Grief but Hold a Vision of the Future
• Defend the Truth
• See Yourself as a Citizen – Not as a Consumer
• Move Beyond Fossil Fuels
• Reforest the Earth
• Invest in a Clean Economy
• Use Technology Responsibly
• Build Gender Equality
• Engage in Politics
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Authors’ Note
• Chris&ana Figureres: 

• from deeply poli,cal family in Costa Rica, father was 3x president 
of Costa Rica and considered the “father of modern Costa Rica”

• Execu,ve Secretary of the UN Framework Conven,on on Climate Change (2010-2016)

• Tom Rive3-Carnac:
• Direct descendant of founding chairman of the East India Company
• Former Buddhist monk
• President and CEO of Carbon Disclosure Project U.S.A.
• Chief poli,cal strategist for nego,a,ons and led

Groundswell Ini8a8ve that mobilized support 
for Paris Agreement
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Introduction – The Critical Decade (1/2)
• Popular movements – Greta Thunberg inspired millions of young people to engage in 

civil disobedience, draw attention to climate change and demand decisive action now
• Possibility of climate known since 1930s and certain since 1960s, but little done to counter it. 
• Economic growth pursued and negligence has raised climate change from challenge to dire crisis
• Public reactions to climate change run the gamut:

• Climate deniers – shamelessly protect short-term financial interests
• Climate accepters losing/lost confidence that anything can be done; anger that sinks into despair is powerless 

to make change, anger that evolves into conviction is unstoppable
• Climate accepter who take no action because they don’t know what to do (or easier not to)

• Already too much destruction to “solve” climate change
• Atmosphere loaded with greenhouse gases and biosphere altered permanently; best we can do is keep 

changes within a manageable range; addressing causes now can minimize risks and emerge stronger; 
unique chance to create future that stabilizes climate and actually gets better

• No objective evidence that show we are not capable of changing course; two important dates are 
2030 (reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 50%) and 2050 (reach net zero emissions)
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Introduction – The Critical Decade (2/2)
• The planet will con,nue to survive, in changed form no doubt; will humans?
• “Climate change is the mother of all issues” – it dwarfs and encompasses any other issue

• Health
• Economic stability and investment value
• Intergenerabonal jusbce
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Part I, Chapter 1 – Choosing Our Future
• Geological ,me is long and slow ... or at least it used to be. Holocene period a]er last 

ice age lasted  >12,000 years and se_led in a “sweet spot” of natural condi,ons. 
“Life created the condi,ons conducive to life.”

• Post-Industrial Revolu,on lifestyles have caused massive damage
to all our natural systems and the onset of the Anthropocene epoch.
• Caused by unbridled use of fossil fuels and massive deforestabon, esp. of tropical forests (Physics Today)

• Effects include: ocean temperatures and acidity increasing and killing 
half of world’s coral reefs; Glacier melbng causes sea level to rise with 
salt intrusion to aquifers, worsening storm surges, and threats to low-
lying islands. Also disrupbon of ocean currents, like the Atlanbc 
Meridional Overturning Circulabon (AMOC, aka Gulf Stream)

• Increasing destruc,on inevitably assumed? The authors admit it’s a growing possibility but not 
yet our inevitable fate. The full story is not yet wri_en. Can chose between two scenarios:
• The world we are now crea?ng that leads to warming of >3 degrees Celsius 

(3.7 C by 2100 with Paris Agreement commitments; 4 C to 5 C otherwise)
• The world we must create that limits warming to £1.5C; sbll afainable but window rapidly closing; 

to have 50% chance of success (not great odds!), must cut global emissions in half by 2030, 
half again by 2040, and finally net zero by 2050 ... at the latest!

Yogi Berra famously said “predic,ons are hard to make, especially about the future”

(Nature Climate Change)
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Part I, Chapter 2 – The World We Are Creating
• Condi,ons in 2050 assuming no further efforts were made to control emissions beyond 2015:

• Air is hot, heavy and clogged with parbculate pollubon in many places around the world
• Cloud seeding to arbficially create more rain is difficult and unreliable; cannot control where rain will fall and 

acid rain wreaks havoc on food supply
• Oceans, forests, plants and soil cannot absorb half of CO2 emissions anymore

• Tipping points:
• Melbng of polar ice sheets – warming worse at the Earth’s poles, accelerates global warming. 

Western Antarc?c would release deluge of fresh water, poten?ally raising sea levels by >5m!
• CO2 absorbed in oceans acidifies water making it hosble to marine life; reduces availability of seafood
• Extreme heat – Paris summer temperatures regularly rise to 44 C (111 °F); 2 billion people in hofest regions 

experience 60 C (140 °F) 45 days per year (heat stroke in 6 hours); inland aridificabon followed by 
deserbficabon that can barely support human life

• Food produc?on swings wildly month to month, season to season; climate zones shik but unstable
• Global trade slows as countries stop exporbng and seek to hold their resources; 

wars/disasters choke off trade routes; the tyranny of supply and demand becomes unforgiving leading to 
economic collapse and civil unrest; countries seek to seal their borders against mass migrabons

• Even temperate climates, like Canada and Scandinavia, extremely vulnerable to extreme weather; 
those living in stable countries may be safe but psychological toll mounts

• Mel?ng permafrost releases ancient microbes, mosquitoes and ?cks flourishing in warmth spread diseases
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Part I, Chapter 3 – The World We Must Create (1/2)
• Condi&ons in 2050 a-er halving emissions every decade and achieving net zero:

• Air is moist/fresh in most places around the world; air cleaner than since Industrial Revolu2on
• Prolifera2on of trees bought 2me to vanquish carbon emissions; trees relocate carbon into soil
• Ci:es never been be;er places to live: fewer cars, urban agriculture. Madrid Greening movement.
• Most ci:es find that lower temperatures raise their standard of living.
• Forests cover 50% worldwide and agriculture more tree-based.
• Electric, high-speed rail networks replaced the vast majority of domes:c flights, and flight speeds 

reduced to increase fuel efficiency of planes. U.S. Train Ini:a:ve sparked economy for a decade
• Overhaul and structural shiF of exis2ng electrical power infrastructure: 

− Renewable sources of energy (wind, solar, geothermal, hydro) dominate with some nuclear energy; 
infrastructure in developing world built to new standards for economic growth and poverty alleviabon, 
transi?on is more difficult for developed world

− All homes/buildings produce own electricity and self-sustaining; microgrids, even in remote areas
− Smart technology prevents unnecessary energy consumpbon
− Lives rebuilt/reorganized/restructured more locally; beWer quality of life/stronger communi?es

• Regenera2ve farming prac2ces with community approach to food produc2on more expensive 
(because it should be) but more sustainable; most resource-deple:ng foods disappear from diets, 
which results in be;er health and reduced health-care spending
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Part I, Chapter 3 – The World We Must Create (2/2)
• Conditions in 2050 after halving emissions every decade and achieving net zero (cont’d):

• Gasoline and diesel car production mostly banned, but cars remain on the road for ~15 years
• Electric cars ubiquitous, easy to use, and high performance (better cars!); car batteries 

connected bidirectionally to electric grid for charging or providing power (distributed storage)
• “Frictionless” public transportation and car sharing (eliminate private ownership in metro areas)
• International air travel transformed by biofuels, virtual meetings (less travel) and “slow-cations”
• Long-lived greenhouse gases still cause increasingly extreme weather, but less extreme than 

otherwise; continue to multiply existing disparities (income, health, food security, water 
availability) but governments recognize climate change factors as threat multipliers allowing to 
predict and head off problems before they become humanitarian crises.

• Countries agree on guidelines for managing refugee influxes; technology and business sectors 
seize opportunity of government contracts for large-scale solutions to meet needs

• Everyone understands that we are all in this together; a disaster in one country will likely occur in 
another in only a matter of years.

• Realized in 2020 (due to youth movement) that we suffered from 
too much consumption, competition, and greedy self interest; 
collectively adhere to “new bottom line – is it good for humanity whether profit is made or not?
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Part II, Chapter 4 – Who We Choose to Be
• The most powerful thing one can do if you do not control the complex landscape 

of a challenge (and one rarely does) is change how you behave in that landscape.
• Mahatma Gandhi reminds us to be the change we want to see; 

the actions we pursue are largely defined by the mindset we cultivate in advance of the doing; 
it may feel counterintuitive but first look inside oneself when faced with an urgent task

• Attempting change while informed by the same state of mind that 
predominated in the past leads to insufficient, incremental advances.

• Paradoxically, systemic change is a deeply personal endeavor; 
social and economic structures are a product of our way of thinking.
• Example: our economy is currently based on belief that resources can be 

extracted boundlessly, used inefficiently and discarded wantonly; drawing 
more from planet than it can regenerate. This approach no longer works.

• Must move toward a regenerative economy that operates in harmony with nature, 
repurposes used resources, minimizes waste and replenishes depleted resources.

• Just as important, must realize that limits of an individualistic, competitive approach have been reached; 
must enlarge understanding of ourselves and our relationships with others and natural systems 
with a deep and abiding sense of stewardship.

• Three mindsets fundamental needed to co-create a better world:
• Stubborn Optimism
• Endless Abundance
• Radical Regeneration

A new, inten?onal direc?on must move us beyond defeabsm to opbmism, 
extracbon toward regenerabon, linear toward circular economies, individual benefit 

toward common good, and short-term thinking to long-term thinking and ac?ng

Stewardship is an ethic that 
embodies the responsible planning 

and management of resources

(AAAS Local Science Engagement Network)
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The chat:
• 12:14:23 From Dorothea to Everyone: h4ps://www.na:onalgeographic.com/science/ar:cle/150302-syria-war-climate-change-

drought
• 12:15:11 From Hannieh Fa4ahi to Everyone: 🙈
• 12:20:11 From Jake Bromage to Everyone: 

h4ps://www.solarreviews.com/blog/solar-paint-hydrogen-quantum-dot-perovskite-solar-cells
• 12:22:49 From Hannieh Fa4ahi to Everyone: What makes perovskite solar cells par:cularly interes:ng is the fact that they can take 

liquid form, thereby making them the ideal candidate for solar paint.
• 12:25:59 From Dorothea to Everyone: 

h4ps://www.dw.com/en/living-planet-greening-madrid/av-35972799
• 12:30:11 From Dorothea to Everyone: h4ps://www.nature.com/ar:cles/498047a
• 12:30:35 From Jake Bromage to Everyone: I just received a birthday giR from my sister-in-law from this organiza:on: 

h4ps://www.treesforjane.org/
• 12:30:53 From Jon Zuegel (UR/LLE) to Everyone: h4ps://onetreeplanted.org/
• 12:32:46 From Dorothea to Everyone: h4ps://www.ecosia.org/
• 12:44:54 From Jake Bromage to Everyone: 

h4ps://kenniskaarten.hetgroenebrein.nl/en/knowledge-map-circular-economy/how-is-a-circular-economy-different-from-a-linear-
economy/

•
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• 12:02:18 From Jake Bromage to Everyone: “We are the Weather: Saving the Planet Begins at Breakfast”?
• 12:28:40 From Jake Bromage to Everyone: What is the ‘degree and type’ of ac:on that the 3% number assumes?
• 12:29:12 From Dorothea to Everyone: good ques:on, I also men:oned last :me that there are more than 3% climate deniers in 

the world
• 12:31:18 From Jake Bromage to Everyone: “Lack of imagina:on does not cons:tute a proof” - I first heard this from Jack Kelly (LLE)
• 12:37:26 From Dorothea to Everyone: The cyanobakteria put oxygen in the atmosphere that led to the forma:on of the ozone 

layer, which allowed more complex life to develop.
• 12:41:38 From DUSTIN FROULA to Everyone: I totally agree with you!
• 12:43:16 From Max to Everyone: If someone is interested, this video covers exactly what Gaia just men:oned. "Can nuclear energy

help us" 
• h4ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhAemz1v7dQ
• 12:44:21 From DUSTIN FROULA to Everyone: My understanding is that nuclear energy HAS to help us unless we significantly 

reduce our intake/use, which is very unlikely.
• 12:44:58 From DUSTIN FROULA to Everyone: Hopefully nuclear is only a stop gap to a cleaner source...
• 12:45:33 From Gaia Barbiero to Everyone: I agree
• 12:46:17 From Angela to Everyone: h4ps://soundcloud.com/radioecoshock/is-green-energy-a-dangerous-

myth?rclid=IwAR2khU4M9qlYXvffB4S_HB1Z3YO27dznAyzGi9qu4mNpwbr1upqYvOyOX3I
• 12:46:19 From Gaia Barbiero to Everyone: or hopefully we change our lifestyle to reduce our impact on climate
• 12:46:22 From Ehsan Zahedi to Everyone: And what about nuclear wastes ???
• 12:47:57 From DUSTIN FROULA to Everyone: Yes, nuclear waste is an issue and this is why I say fission is likely a stop gap solu:on, 

but I don't see how to get the world off damaging (much larger than fission) energy produc:on
• 12:49:00 From Ehsan Zahedi to Everyone: sell your Tesla and ride bike! Lifestyle is the answer. Imagine yourself as a poor african. 

Nothing to do with laser.
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• 12:49:14 From DUSTIN FROULA to Everyone: :)

• 12:50:12 From Angela to Everyone: Ehsan, this is why I see all this issues as a maGer of jusJce as well. It has to be a just soluJon. Not any.

• 12:53:51 From Shreya Gupta to Everyone: People in India seem to have so many other problems that even if they realize that climate change isn't a hoax, they don't even consider changing their lifestyle. Changes are 
not going to be immediate on places like India and China

• 12:55:42 From Ehsan Zahedi to Everyone: in China and India, they got paGern of life style from Americans. As far as American change they will change aYerward. they follow it just because they want to be cool! and 
show their business success.

• 12:55:44 From Angela to Everyone: I think there is an important Point there Sherya: it is really About "other" Problems, or are all those, including Climate Change, just faces of the SAME Problem? I think they are.

• 12:56:58 From Gaia Barbiero to Everyone: Even if they are all faces of the same problems, the only way to efficiently address a problem it is to scompose it in smaller problems and address them...

• 12:59:48 From Shreya Gupta to Everyone: Well Americans are following this new Jny house movement to reduce their carbon footprint. If Indians follow that, not only will it help in curbing climate change, but also 
solve housing problems in the poverty-ridden areas. But Indians aren't following Americans in this area

• 13:00:49 From Dorothea to Everyone: really? I've been to India, there are a lot of Jny houses there

• 13:01:07 From Dorothea to Everyone: 
Emissions per capita in India in 2018: 1.9 t/a

• Emissions per capita in Germany in 2018: 9.1 t/a

• Emissions per capita in USA in 2018: 16.1 t/a

• Let’s clean up our own lifestyle before we rant on India, shall we?
hGps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_carbon_dioxide_emissions_per_capita

• 13:01:37 From Jon Zuegel (UR/LLE) to Everyone: I agree with Doro's point.

• 13:01:38 From STAVROS DEMOS to Everyone: Sorry, I have to join another meeJng

• 13:01:45 From Shreya Gupta to Everyone: Well I am an Indian, sustainable living is sJll not a thing here

• 13:04:15 From Angela to Everyone: Agree with Doro as well. Remember the graph from the OXFAM: 10 percent of the richer People on earth emit 50% of the Carbon of the world, and the News is that we are in the 10 
percent if we live in Germany or in the USA.

• 13:05:01 From DUSTIN FROULA to Everyone: Yes, we need to aggressively hit the big producers, but we have to provide a economically viable path for the developing countries to develop clean

• 13:06:37 From Dorothea to Everyone: Tiny houses have another problem: they are sJll houses, if you live in an apartment, you can cut down more on both your land use and your energy use

• 13:07:10 From Shreya Gupta to Everyone: Yes agree to that Dorothea

• 13:07:25 From Angela to Everyone: hGps://www.footprintnetwork.org/resources/footprint-calculator/

•
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